Election Supply Carrier (ESC)

Preassembled, all-welded steel cabinet used for storing and transporting all your election supplies and equipment to and from your polling places.

Twin doors and interior shelving provide excellent access to contents. The right door panel features a three-point lock with an exterior keyed lock. Each carrier comes with nameplate and eight strategically placed bumpers to help prevent damage.

- Left side panel features a slot for the insertion of ballots. Internal to the cabinet, inside from the ballot slot is a hinged door panel, featuring a keyed lock for the secured storage of the inserted ballot.
- Heavy duty castors are used to provide maximum durability and ease of movement, providing a total load capacity of 1,400 pounds
- Recessed handles
- Tie-down brackets on top of cabinet for extra supplies.
- Can be customized to fit your system needs.
- As shown dimensions: 64” x 26” x 66”
- Weighs approximately 450 pounds

Product features

- Left side panel features a slot for the insertion of ballots. Internal to the cabinet, inside from the ballot slot, is a hinged door panel, featuring a key lock for the secured storage of the inserted ballots.
- Heavy duty castors are used to provide maximum durability and ease of movement, providing a total load capacity of 1400 pounds
- Adjustable handles on both side panels.
- Tie-down brackets on top of cabinet for extra supplies.
- Can be customized to fit your system needs.

Product specifications

- 64” x 26” x 66”
- Weight 450 pounds
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